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TRAVEL�&�BUSINESS

Summer Garden Guesthouse: An Escape in 
Benoni for an Entrepreneur on the Go

OSCAR�HABEENZU

Thanks to the Summer Garden Guesthouse, Benoni has become a must invest place for me

The Summer Garden Guesthouse in Benoni was an 
excellent choice I made when I needed to escape for a 
moment to plan my next business moves. It worked. 
Plans were planned, decisions made, new clients 
acquired, all in four days within the Palms of Benoni.

I stayed at their Palms branch and chose the log 
cabins at their back garden. Everything was as 
advertised, allowing me to turn a one-day visit into a 
four-day business encounter that helped me plan for 
the business and relax at the same time. Solitude in a 
busy city like Johannesburg is not easy to come by, 
but the Summer Garden Guesthouse managed to 
give that to me. 

All their rooms are equipped with a sitting area, 
DSTV, Wi-Fi, a fully stocked bar fridge, coffee and tea 

facilities, hair dryer, safe, heaters and air conditioners 
in the Luxury rooms. They even have a garden table 
and chair set just outside the log cabins, that I chose 
to have my breakfast from, and afternoon coffees. 

They serve a full English breakfast each morning 
which can be enjoyed in the beautiful dining room or 
outside in the garden, as I did. Lunch and dinner are 
served on arrangement; I chose to eat out at a nearby 
shopping centre, littered with fine dining and fast-
food outlets.

Thanks to the Summer Garden Guesthouse, Benoni 
has now become a must live and invest place for me, 
especially setting up an office, just to enjoy its 
peaceful atmosphere. 

Everything was 
as advertised, 
allowing me to 
turn a one-day 
visit into a four-

day business 
encounter...

Customers are now more knowledgeable and able to research products, do price 
comparisons, review service and product performance as well as unearth the 
truth and the lies. Selling is indeed challenging in this environment where 80% of 
the buyer's journey is complete before they reach your shop or even talk to a 
salesperson. It is possible that they have made up their minds by the time they 
engage with your company physically. 

Recently, we were looking for a supplier of bulk eggs and we went online and 
found lots of suppliers with offers that were too good to be true. It was not until we 
started reading reviews on their Facebook and blog posts that we uncovered the 
fact that some of these offers were scams. We, of-course, contacted the local 

Nsombik Group has grown its projects and client portfolio since inception in 2018, 
thanks to the experience it has gained in delivering a unique service in 
Construction and Cleaning from several projects in Waterfall for Balwin 
Properties. Nsombik has participated in the construction of Munyaka Waterfall, 
Kikuyu Lifestyle Estate, and the Polofields Lifestyle Estate. 

To achieve such a fit under the Balwin Properties' business network means 
Nsombik Group delivers a world class service in all things construction and 
facilities management. 

The Nsombik Group, founded in 2018, and from inception, the group has grown in 
clients, projects, employees, and influence, delivering a unique service in all its 
engagements.
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poultry association who confirmed our worst fears. It's not everything we see 
online that we must take at face value.

So, things have changed a lot since the days of traditional marketing. Digital 
marketing seems to be taking over. It is doing very well against the “tried and 
tested traditional marketing. At the rate we are going it won't be long before 
companies especially entrepreneurs, shift their ad spend to digital marketing 
(and for all the right reasons!) It will not be long before digital marketing takes 
over from traditional television adverts.

Ecommerce has become easier especially in this time of Covid19, you can do 
everything from the comfort of your home, from virtual work meetings via Zoom 
and other platforms to buying your groceries from Woolworths online. Internet 
marketing is no longer a “nice to have” but a necessity for any serious business.

Read full article from Cabanga Magazine | www.cabangamag.co.za
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The National Small Business Chamber (NSBC), established in 
2007, is a non-profit membership organisation and the driving 
force fuelling small business growth. The real purpose behind the 
organisation is fostering the sustainability and growth of the SME 
sector, driving job creation, alleviating unemployment and 
nurturing the country's entrepreneurial spirit.

The NSBC is committed to helping SMEs to grow, learn, network, 
connect, be inspired, succeed and have fun! This we do by 
constantly researching, conceiving and developing unique and 
meaningful success mechanisms for our SME base. To expand on 
this, whatever we do at the NSBC is always based on findings of 
our ongoing large-scale national surveys. We constantly address 
the challenges, needs and wants of our SME base. In this way the 
NSBC can give its SME base the extra edge to survive, build 
infrastructure, employ others and prosper.

As a result of our innovative and value-driven member benefit 
offering, the NSBC has a current base of over 125 000 SMEs and 
50 big brands as National Partners. 

Read more on www.cabangamag.co.za

South Africa is a middle-income economy with a GDP per 
capita of just over US$6,000; considerably the most advanced 
economy in Africa, yet so, there are millions of people living in 
undesirable income brackets. No one wants to be poor, or lack 
the basics of daily life; yet many do in South Africa.

So, before you speak of life assurance, inheritance, and even 
investment for the future or your children and their children, 
there is a need to create a culture of wealth, infused in your 
social DNA, especially from an early age of even grade one in 
South Africa. This is the story of Kathryn Main, the financial 
literacy disrupter.

“Financial literacy is a cornerstone of prosperity and security. 
It builds confidence and knowledge in the lives of individuals 
and the country as a whole. We cannot address the issues of 
financial inclusion and equitable and sustainable socio-
economic development without addressing financial 
literacy.” Says Kathryn. 

Read more on www.cabangamag.co.za

Many South Africans still believe in walking into stores with 
their families and fill in their trolley with everything listed on 
a piece of paper. They go aisle by aisle picking and choosing 
their chosen food, favorite brands while scratching off 
whatever they have thrown into the trolley.

Like everything that changes, knowing that change is 
inevitable, shopping has been made easier through the fast 
and advanced internet. The main reason some people have 
decided to take the online shopping route is simply because of 
some of its advantages which include saving time. It takes up a 
few minutes to go online searching for your specific store and 
tick all the goods needed, purchase and wait for your delivery 
in this way less time is consumed, even the cost of traveling.

The most recent research conducted at Pick n Pay was a study 
on the cost of grocery shopping in store VS online, two baskets 
were filled with food items, one from an actual store and the 
other from the online curt.

Read more on www.cabangamag.co.za
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International Business News about business opportunities and successes 
in other African countries, published by CabangaGroup.com and its partners.
All content is under license from Cabanga Media Group (Pty) Ltd.
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